Nonparametric estimation of sojourn time distributions for truncated serial event data--a weight-adjusted approach.
In follow-up studies, survival data often include subjects who have had a certain event at recruitment and may potentially experience a series of subsequent events during the follow-up period. This kind of survival data collected under a cross-sectional sampling criterion is called truncated serial event data. The outcome variables of interest in this paper are serial sojourn times between successive events. To analyze the sojourn times in truncated serial event data, we need to confront two potential sampling biases arising simultaneously from a sampling criterion and induced informative censoring. In this study, nonparametric estimation of the joint probability function of serial sojourn times is developed by using inverse probabilities of the truncation and censoring times as weight functions to accommodate these two sampling biases under various situations of truncation and censoring. Relevant statistical properties of the proposed estimators are also discussed. Simulation studies and two real data are presented to illustrate the proposed methods.